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Abstract. In this paper we present design concepts for a chatbot than can be used
for argument acquisition. We call the acquisition of arguments by means of a chatbot argument harvesting. The chatbot asks the user for his or her arguments on
a topic of interest. It can also be used to harvest counterargument, values, preferences, as well as information about the user like his/her personal circumstances.
The harvested arguments and other attributes have various applications from the
instantiation of argument graphs to the development of computational persuasion
systems.
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1. Introduction
A common approach to argument acquisition assumes a static resource available on the
internet where the topic of interest is/was already discussed. This raises several problems:
firstly, what if no discussion platform for a particular topic exists? Secondly, even if it
exists, assuming the topic is extensively discussed, it provides us with (all) arguments
that exist on a certain topic but does not provide any information on the individuals who
posited the arguments. This is a drawback of other systems such as D-BAS [1] that are
more suitable for public argumentation or collective decision making. We, on the other
hand, focus on behaviour change which requires a more individual approach. Sending
out questionnaires or interviewing people directly, however, may be a labour-intensive
and expensive undertaking. We have automated the process of acquiring arguments with
a chatbot, terming this way of argument acquisition argument harvesting.

2. Chatbot Design
We present a design concept for argument harvesting with no or little prior domainknowledge. We assume no programming knowledge regarding the infrastructure of the
chatbot. We use an API (e.g. Facebook’s Send API) that handles the sending and receiving of messages and the ability to chat with many users simultaneously.
The chatbot code consists of two parts. The server code that communicates with the
API and the text-processing code that analyses the incoming messages and generates the
chatbot responses. The chatbot asks the user to provide arguments on a topic of interest.
Depending on the topic, there will be certain domain-specific user responses that have to
be taken into consideration. This behaviour, if not known in advance, will be identified
after a short trial period during which the chatbot code only accommodates the general
user behaviour, outlined below. Users generally give

•
•
•
•

a very short, not very informative response (statement)
a single argument without going into specific detail (general argument)
a single argument with specific detail (specific argument)
several arguments at once (1+ arguments)

Most often, people give one-worded or very short responses. The chatbot replies
with the following queries, if the reply is less than 12 words in length1 :
• One-word answer: Chatbot repeats the word and asks the user why he or she gave
this as a reason/argument.
• Answer contains negation: Chatbot asks why not.
• Answer contains transition word2 : Chatbot says it understands but asks to give
more details.
• Answer below 5 words: Chatbot asks why.
• Answer above 5 words: Chatbot asks to elaborate on given answer.
The chatbot can either query once or query until a word threshold is met. If the userreply is very long (e.g. more than 30 words) the chatbot can ask the user to break down
her answer into several arguments, but in our experience this almost never happened.
Depending on what other attributes are of interest, the chatbot can also ask for those.
For example: ask users to assign values to the arguments; ask the user to rank her arguments (preference relationships); ask to provide counterargument for each of her arguments; or ask domain or user specific questions in order to obtain a user profile. Those
attributes could then potentially be used to instantiate argument graphs or generate predictive models of the user.
3. Example
In our case study [2], we asked women who do not (regularly) engage in physical exercise to provide arguments for their behaviour. After a short trial period, we observed
that participants often replied with “I am busy” and “I have no time”. We adjusted the
chatbot by asking the participant why she had no time or what she was busy with, if her
reply contained the words time or busy and was under 12 words long. We also asked the
participants to provide a counterargument to each argument they gave. We generated a
database of arguments with their corresponding counterarguments, see Appendix A [3].
We intend to use the harvested arguments to develop a chatbot that can give counterarguments. We want to create and instantiate argument graphs with the resulting dialogues
in order to analyse argumentation dynamics in the field of behaviour change.
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1 Length

can be adjusted as seen fit.
are phrases or words used to connect one idea to the next, e.g. because, since, hence etc.

2 Transitions

